Review of the Shanny SN600FGZ.
I must admit that until recently I hadn’t come across Shanny as a flash gun
(Speedlite) manufacturer. Like a growing number these days, they are based in
China. Producing high quality, affordable flashguns for the photography
market. So to come across a company willing to back the Pentax brand was
refreshing. So I contacted them and asked if I could trial there offering, and this
is what I found…

In the Box.
Flashgun. Case. Stand. Diffuser. Instruction leaflet. Guarantee card.
A solid, well-constructed flashgun. No frills plastic stand
that does the job. The finest free case I have ever come
across. In many years of buying flashguns. It has belt
loop. Velcro backed strap holder and a well-padded
case. Basic operating instructions. But enough to get by.
A pretty useless light diffuser. That really didn’t change the light pattern and
only blocked the light intensity. 12 months return to factory warranty card.
Which when speaking to Shanny, they say they will honour. Though in the
event of an issue. How easy, time consuming and cost effective a return to
foreign lands will prove remains to be seen.

The unit itself.
Shanny are producing a number of compatible products right now for a
number of brands. The beauty is that all their products irrespective of the
brand name they are intended for. They use the same body. Helping to keep
cost down.

Starting at the bottom. We have a favourite of mine the
metal foot. I always worry about the plastic ones. A nice
touch is the rubber shroud that surrounds it. Keeping it
clear of any dust and dirt ingress.

The hotshoe mounting bracket, is a lever
similar to the Pentax system. So the flash
can easily be attached and a simple swipe
with a finger or thumb will lock the unit in
securely place.

External mounting ports. With external
battery connector, PC sync port and a
stand mounting screw thread. Should you
want to mount directly to a light stand?
Again, all have rubber protective covers.
Optical slave sensor and Auto focus assist
light are also included.
The flash head comes complete with wide
angle diffuser plate and a bounce card.
Has a locking button to lock the head at 90
or 180 degrees. The range of its tilt ability.
Tilt degrees of 45 60 and 75 are marked on
the neck of the flash as the head clicks into
place, but doesn’t lock in the tilt positions.
Marking on the body also indicate the
amount rotation. Not too sure as to the importance of this feature. But it’s a
nice touch. The head has a full 360 degree rotation

Battery door is opened by pushing
a thumb slider to the left and
down. To be released by a spring
mechanism in the cover. The flash
will take any proprietary AA
battery. Though I’d suggest a
rechargeable type. My personal
recommendation The Sanyo
Eneloop battery. Kept the flash
going all day and no waiting for the flash to recover? Again the cover uses a
rubber seal to protect the batteries.

The controls
When you first connect
the flash to the camera.
And both are switched
on. A little camera
symbol appears in the
bottom left of the
screen. To emphasise
that the connection is
made. A nice touch. The
screen has good viewing
even at acute angles.

The unit has three shooting
modes. P-TTL / MANUAL /
MULTI.
Select an option by pressing the
mode button.
P-TTL. The flash will
automatically expose the scene
based on the camera exposure
settings. Flash compensation
can be added + or -3 stops in
1/3 increments by pressing the
+/. - Button and rotating
the wheel left or right.

M mode Setting the flash
output manually. Range 1/128
– 1/1 power. With 1/3
increments. Press +/- and
rotate the wheel to the desired
output.

MULTI mode stroboscopic. Which
means using slow shutter to
frequency flash light. You can set
the flash output, guide number
and the number of flashes in a
shot. Press Multi button to set
number of shots. Hz button to set
frequency and +/- to set power
level.

Slave Press the Lightning bolt
and S1 and S2 slave modes are
available for off camera flash use.
They support the use of HSS. Up
to 1/8000s.

Zm/C/Fn button. (Custom Function). A short press will engage the zoom
function. Zoom can be set manual with a range of 20mm – 200mm. Or
Auto which will detect the lens size used. In use it did alter, when using
zoom lenses. But I found it to be in the ballpark but not 100/% accurate all
the time. Zoom will be at 14mm when the wide angle flash diffuser is in
use.
Long press of the button brings you to custom function menu. Where you
can set various functions such as Sleep, auxiliary focus lamp, prompt,
backlight. You can also clear the settings or restore factory settings.
+/-

Pressing this button will set the flash exposure compensation or output
level depending on the mode you are using.

SYNC. Switches the unit between HSS, Front or Rear curtain sync. Front curtain
sync is the default option.

Lightning symbol. Flash test button. Or wake up button when in power
saving sleep mode.

On/Lock/Off Power’s up or switches off the unit. When the switch in in the
Lock position. The unit is still operable, but none of the buttons can be
selected or any alterations made.

Comparison images. Shanny SN600FGZ and Pentax
AF540FGZ.

Shanny

Pentax
P-TTL MODE.
50mm Lens f2.8 iso 100 3ft
Bounced flash 180 degrees.
X sync speed. 1/180th.

50mm Lens f2.8 iso 100 3ft
Bounced flash 135 degrees.
X sync speed. 1/180th.

50mm Lens f2.8 iso 100 3ft
90 degrees.
X sync speed. 1/180th.

50mm f5.6 iso 100 3ft.
Bounced flash 180 degrees.
X sync speed. 1/180th.

50mm f5.6 iso 100 3ft.
Bounced flash 135 degrees.
X sync speed. 1/180th.

50mm f5.6 iso 100 3ft.
90 degrees.
X sync speed. 1/180th.

50mm Lens f2.8 iso 100 10ft
Bounced flash 180 degrees.
X Sync speed. 1/180th.

50mm Lens f2.8 iso 100 10ft
Bounced flash 135 degrees.
X Sync speed. 1/180th.

50mm Lens f2.8 iso 100 10ft
flash 90 degrees.
X Sync speed. 1/180th.

50mm Lens f5.6 iso 100 10Ft
Bounced flash 180 degrees
X sync speed. 1/180th.

50mm Lens f5.6 iso 100 10Ft
Bounced flash 135 degrees
X sync speed. 1/180th.

50mm Lens f5.6 iso 100 10Ft
flash 90 degrees
X sync speed. 1/180th.

200mm Lens f2.8 iso 100 10Ft
Bounced flash 180 degrees
X sync speed. 1/180th.

200mm Lens f2.8 iso 100 10Ft
Bounced flash 135 degrees
X sync speed. 1/180th.

200mm Lens f2.8 iso 100 10Ft
flash 90 degrees
X sync speed. 1/180th.

50mm Lens f2.8 iso 100 3Ft
Bounced flash 180 degrees
High speed Sync. 1/500th.

50mm Lens f2.8 iso 100 3Ft
Bounced flash 135 degrees
High speed Sync. 1/500th.

50mm Lens f2.8 iso 100 3Ft
flash 90 degrees
High speed sync. 1/500th.

50mm Lens f5.6iso 100 3Ft
flash 90 degrees
High speed sync. 1/500thsec.

50mm Lens f2.8 iso 400 3Ft
flash 90 degrees
High speed sync. 1/8000thsec.

As an ON-Camera Flash. The SN600FGZ is a very capable unit. At around a
third of the retail price of the Pentax unit for which, in my opinion. It’s
certainly a match. With good power output, quick recycling times and stylish
looks Shanny has certainly come up with a device worth our consideration.
But if your desires are for off camera flash. (And Shanny make no boasts that it
will do this,) Then I’m afraid you’re going to be a little disappointed. In
Manual mode it will work perfectly. Fired in optical mode by on camera flash
or by using a trigger and receiver system. . It can only be fired in Manual
“Slave” High speed sync mode. By using a flash or trigger that has high speed
sync capability. If using a flash to trigger the SN600FGZ It cannot be excluded
from the scene being photographed. But having said all that, It refreshing to
see a company supporting Pentax products and this is a very good first attempt
and we look forward to seeing additions to the catalogue..

